
Congree and Termino-
logy

Terminology Work with Congree

The Congree Authoring Server assists you in establishing and maintaining a consistent corporate 

terminology base. With this utility, you can map the entire lifecycle of your terminology, from the 

initial composition of the text to the terminology management to the reuse in other texts.

The Congree Authoring Server enables authors to actively engage in terminology work and 

propose terms for inclusion in the corporate terminology. The collection of these term candi-

dates takes place automatically and does not generate any extra workload for the author. A 

linguistics-based procedure delivers high-quality results. 
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Benefits of Terminology Work

 » Brand compliance: Terminology expresses your company's language. It 

ensures brand-compliant product naming in all documents.

 » Trust: Brand-compliant, uniform product designations in all documents 

strengthen your brand. Make a name for yourself and increase trust and 

customer loyalty.

 » Cost savings: With the help of a terminology component, unnecessary term 

diversity can be avoided. This helps cut translation costs for superfluous term 

variants.

 » Findability: Consistent terminology facilitates the indexing of your content, 

thereby improving their findability.

By applying the feature to existing texts, Congree can assist you in establishing the founda-

tion for a new corporate terminology base.

Terminologists process the term candidates submitted by authors. You can decide whether the terms 

are to be included in the corporate teminology or be discarded.

For this purpose, the Congree Authoring Server contains a feature called "Data Grooming for ter-

minology". This feature allows you to manage term candidates and transfer them directly to a third-

party terminology system. 
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Terminology Work with Congree

Terminology 
Check

The terminology check assists you while writing.  It automatically reports all words, where it assu-

mes a terminology violation. Furthermore, you can conduct terminology research without opening 

any other application. Additional information on the particular terminology notification increases 

the acceptance and boosts the learning effect. In cases of doubt, you can make the right decision, 

e.g. if homonyms are on hand. The Congree terminology check also identifies term variants such 

as "sensor performance" – "performance of the sensors". This eliminates the need for manually 

entering variants. The workload is reduced. The linguistic intelligence greatly increases the quality 

and detection rate of the terminology check.

Interface 
to TMS

Irrespective of the terminology system used, Congree can always check for terminology. It is 

not necessary to migrate to a new tool. To be able to access additional information besides the 

terminology check, the terminology can either be automatically mirrored to Congree or a direct 

connection to the terminology system can be made available. Via web link, it is even possible to 

conduct terminology research in the web browser. The respective term is called up directly.
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Do you have any questions concerning the software or would like to get a live 

demonstration? 

Send an e-mail to info@congree.com 

Contact

Benefits of the Congree Authoring Server for Your Terminology Work

 » Congree accompanies you throughout the terminology cycle, from the creation to the check.

 » Congree makes sure that terminology is duly found and collected.

 » Congree ensures easy and efficient approval of terminology.

 » Congree makes sure that known terminology is used correctly.

 » Congree reacts to changes in the terminology database in real time. In this way, the terminology used in documents is always up to date. 

 » Congree can be integrated in more than 10 different editors, from Adobe FrameMaker to MS Word.


